Full Stack Developer (React JS/Redux & Node JS)

The Offer
- Be part of our growth story
- Get a chance to work on a product that is rapidly disrupting the way people find jobs and get hired

The Employer
Snaphunt is an AI enabled hiring platform that leverages technology to source, screen, and shortlist talent with a skills and culture fit for our clients open roles.

We are fundamentally changing the way middle- senior level white collar professionals find jobs and companies hire their specialist talent and are making hiring more convenient, transparent, accurate and affordable. We have recently gone live in Singapore and are backed by top notch venture capitalists.

The Job
In this role you will work alongside a talented team to deliver disruptive tech solutions which radically change the way people find jobs and get hired. You will also:
- Write well-designed, testable and efficient code.
- Support continuous improvement by investigating alternatives and new technologies and presenting these for architectural review.
- Troubleshoot and debug to optimise performance.
- Architect, design, develop and deploy new features.
- Build efficient, reusable well-designed and high-quality front-end systems.

The Profile
- You possess a Degree/Diploma in Computer Science, Engineering or related field.
- You have at least 2 years’ experience, ideally within a Software Engineer role.
- You possess strong knowledge of Node.JS and React.
- Expertise in full stack development and Machine Learning would be highly valuable.
- Exposure to MongoDB or MySQL databases is a plus.
- You possess strong analytical skills and are comfortable dealing with numerical data.
- You are highly goal driven and work well in fast paced environments.
- You are a strong team player who can manage multiple stakeholders.

Apply for this role at https://snaphunt.com/jobs/91800312
Application Deadline: 15 Jun 2019
Senior Back-End Engineer (Node JS, My SQL, Mongo DB)

The Offer
- Excellent career development opportunities
- Join a high growth, well-funded start-up that is disrupting the way people get hired

The Employer
Snaphunt is an AI enabled hiring platform that leverages technology to source, screen, and shortlist talent with a skills and culture fit for our clients open roles.

We are fundamentally changing the way middle- senior level white collar professionals find jobs and companies hire their specialist talent and are making hiring more convenient, transparent, accurate and affordable. We have recently gone live in Singapore and are backed by top notch venture capitalists.

The Job
You will work as a part of a dynamic team to deliver winning products. You will be responsible for:
- Writing well-designed, testable and efficient code.
- Providing code documentation and other inputs to technical documents.
- Supporting continuous improvement by investigating alternatives and new technologies and presenting these for architectural review.
- Evaluating user feedback and Troubleshooting and debugging to optimise performance.

The Profile
- You possess a Degree/Diploma in Computer Science, Engineering or related field.
- You have at least 3 years’ experience as a backend developer and possess strong knowledge of Node.js.
- Solid expertise in knowledge of Cloud Databases (e.g. AWS, Azure), MySQL and NOSQL Databases (eg. MongoDB, Cassandra, Elasticsearch) databases.
- You possess strong analytical skills and are comfortable dealing with numerical data.
- You are a strong team player who can manage multiple stakeholders.
- You are highly goal driven and work well in fast paced environments.

Apply for this role at https://snaphunt.com/jobs/27660051
Application Deadline: 15 Jun 2019